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  MG-NIFICENT WEDDING DAY 

Congratulations to Victoria and Ryan 
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Editors Message: 

 

Well after not having any articles for this 

months edition, it is now certainly        

jam-packed.  Thank you to all who  took 

the time to write, it is a privilege to be 

the first to read each and every one.  So 

all you budding reporters, April is     

looking a bit sparse!! 

 

March is a busy month with The March 

Hare Run and Daffodil Sunday, hope 

you have reserved your place and the 

weather is a little dryer!  Michael and     

I have checked the Daffodil Run, with 

Michael as Navigator,  I did want to 

abandon after ten miles  as the          

Navigators instructions were a little late.     

However the promise of coffee and cake 

kept me going….. 

Yours Kindly         

Gillian 
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In late 2018, Sylvia and I were delighted to hear the news that our youngest son Ryan had proposed to his        

wonderful girlfriend Victoria on a beautiful beach in Saint Lucia.  

We also learned of the fact that preparations for their wedding had started in earnest and that they had already 

found the perfect location for their special day. More specifically, Merriscourt is a beautiful 15th century           

setting – comprised of several barns and cottages – that is a stone’s throw away from Chipping Norton in the     

Oxfordshire countryside.  

With the venue arranged and the wedding day set for October 2019, it almost seemed inevitable that my MG 

would become a topic of conversation. Needless to say, I was thrilled by the opportunity to prepare and present 

the car to my youngest son for this very special occasion.  

While planning the wedding for October was a risk (weather-wise) we decided to have faith in the elements and 

have the roof down from the start and, in the event of a downpour, abandon the idea of the MG all together.     

Having made the car interior ‘wedding dress-proof’ the week before – covering all protruding screw heads and 

sharp edges accordingly – the bonnet ribbons were pre-assembled with a pin located down the ‘A’ pillar and    

elastic passed through the grill.  

With heavy rain scheduled for the Friday – the day before the wedding – the cleaning of the MG would take place 

on the morning of the wedding itself (ensuring that the car looked its very best). Having travelled down a rather 

wet and miserable Fosse Way on the Friday afternoon – country lanes and farm tracks included – you can imagine 

that the MG looked an absolute state by the time it had arrived at Merriscourt. With further rain scheduled for the 

Friday night, the venue’s caretaker was very kind in offering the MG overnight sanctuary in one of the barns. This 

ensured that the car could dry out sufficiently before receiving a thorough clean on the Saturday morning. 

MG-NIFICENT WEDDING DAY 
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With four hours to go before the ceremony 

itself, the sky still looking gloomy above,      

I got stuck in and   removed all the mud 

from our journey along the Fosse Way the 

day before. The build-up of ‘farm waste           

material’ on our travels to Merriscourt     

certainly made for an honest morning’s 

work. Ignoring the isolated droplets of rain 

that were periodically falling on the car’s 

bonnet, the MG was parked up and         

positively glowing in the main courtyard: 

roof down, fully  prepared and out of sight 

of the bride, groom and wedding guests (for 

the time being). With those menacing 

clouds stirring above, we were very much 

in the lap of the gods and I left the car to 

see my son and soon-to-be daughter-in-law 

married in a beautifully converted barn 

nearby. Would the big gamble pay off?  
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Well, a glimmer of hope arrived near the ceremony’s end 

as rays of sunshine beamed through the barn windows.     

It very much seemed like the gods were on our side.       

Suddenly autumn had turned to spring, as Ryan and      

Victoria, now husband and wife, were showered with   

confetti (instead of rain) as they made their way into the 

main courtyard and towards the perfectly pristine MG. 

One question remained: would the wedding dress fit? 

With an invite from the dutiful groom, the beautiful bride 

approached with slight hesitation: “Is this going to work?” 

Alas, there were no issues at all and, having made     

themselves comfortable, Ryan and Victoria drove off into 

the Oxfordshire countryside with the MG’s engine purring 

into the distance. While the keys have since been returned 

and the car continues to present hidden confetti, the entire 

experience was both magical and memorable, and I would 

thoroughly recommend doing the same if you have           

a similar opportunity to part with your own beloved MG. 

Husband and Wife their MG awaits 

Father and son handing over the MG keys 

Driving off into the sunset 

Ray Buckingham 
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We’re all going on a Summer 

        Holiday 

 

Where would 

you like to go 

for our 2021 

club holiday 

Email your       

suggestions to 

the Events 

Team 

Wish you were here 
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Head Light News!!  Chairman gets 

stoned at Stoneleigh! 

Daffodil Run 

We had a great day out at MG & Triumph Spares Day, with a good looking display of our MG's.  

Once our stand was presentable and the Ratae board erected all of us made our way to the obligatory sausage and 
bacon buttie wagon followed by a stroll around the many stands.  

On the way home passing through Brinklow I noticed quite an amount of water on the road so slowed right down . 
Unfortunately a 4 x 4 vehicle came towards us at great speed, hitting the water causing a lump of tarmac to fly up 
into my drivers headlamp. Luckily it only completely smashed the light and did not damage the body work! 

The moral of this story is please slow down going through standing water. 
Graham 
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On a storm driven Sunday 9th February 3 intrepid drivers and their MG sports cars 

(1 MGTF, 1MGF & 1MGTD) and set off for the Stoneleigh MG and Triumph 

Spares Show. The wind was blowing to gale force and the debris was flying but 

triumphantly they made it relieved and happy. 

Having set up the stand ready for our first visitors admiring glances were being 

made towards our 3 exhibits, the drivers plus their trusty escorts and supporters 

went off for a well-deserved breakfast. 

The opening of the show brought a steady trickle of admirers and quickly Derek 

put the supporters to work advertising the Ratae Run which attracted much         

attention and  became a talking point. A free entry to the Ratae enlivened the 

competition. The draw was made in the late afternoon and the lucky winner      

mcontacted. 

Two photographers from motoring magazines became interested and took many 

photos promising to talk to their editors re articles about the club. Graham David 

and Derek posed with their cars plus we supporters for some of the photos.     

Graham explaining the history of the Ratae Run and our club. 

The MGTD proving to be the star of the show attracting 

visitors from Belgium, Germany and Canada as well as 

the UK. The keenest admirers coming from Essex 

The show itself is worth the trip with many stallholders 

having a wide range of car parts; helpful advice and some 

completely transformed and  renovated cars for sale. 

Whilst most stall holders will take major bank cards there 

were quite a few who are cash on the day only. 

Sandwiches eaten and throats sore from talking and     

laughter to all the many interested visitors the stand was 

dismantled and stowed in Derek’s car the weary but     

happy and satisfied  party headed home. A great day had by all and 

new contacts made.  

Stoneleigh Spares 

Show 

Something for everyone! 

Christine and David Pay 
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How many times after you have sent for a car part or gone out to buy 

something else that someone always says I’ve GOT 1. Starting in       

January 2020 we will have a special noticeboard for you to advertise 

your ware’s, to sell-buy-wanted or swap Just bring it along on club 

nights or stick your message on the noticeboard. It doesn’t have to be    

a car part, if you think someone would like what you have just bring it 

along.  

1.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.   MGF TF   Hooter               £5  

3.   Smiths Heater Blower      £30 

4.   MGTF Speed Rev Counter Clocks   £10 

5.   MGF TF Black Door Mirrors    £15 pair 

6.   MGF TF Steering Wheel    £5 

7.   Lake and Elliott Bottle Jack    £10 

8.   MGTF Spotlights    £30 

9.   GT or Roadster Set of 4 Wire Wheel's    £40 

10.  Kettle and Stove    £10 

11.  MGA Rear Brake Shoes    £15 

12.  MGB or Roadster Rear Brake Shoes   £15 

13.  Smith's  Clock   £10 

14.   GT or Roadster Steel Exhaust    £40 .ono 

15.   Gents Full Chrome Bike   £250 

16.  Ladies Rally Bike with Basket   £200. ono 

17.  Ladies Peugeot Bike    £200. ono 

 

 Contact Graham Dorman  on 07713249726 

Smiths Heater Blower      £30 

MGF TF Steering   Wheel  £5 

MGF TF Black Door Mirrors £15 

Roof Rack for Volvo. £20 

Alexa Echo Dot 3rd Generation, £25.00 was £44.99 from  

Amazon 

 

Contact Sylvia Buckingham 

07729822380 
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The SLMGC’s Annual Bowls Night was held on Saturday 8th February at the 

Leicester Indoor Bowls Club. The sold-out evening started with the club’s pros 

showing us novices how it was done: ball weight, bias, and the Jack were             

explained. Each team of four had a proper Bowler incorporated to keep us focussed 

and to provide coaching along the way. It was a great night of fun and laughs, with 

a bit of friendly competition thrown in. Following the bowls, we were treated to      

a delicious meal and the laughs continued. We ended the night with a raffle, where 

Graham’s generous donation of a set of bowls were won by me and will be put to 

good use by Andy. Hopefully at next year’s event the two of us will need a bit less 

coaching and can score more than one point each! 

The SLMGC’s Annual Bowls Night  

  Stef Bristow 
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Upcoming Club Events ……. Have you reserved your space? 
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CAR EVENTS 
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Committee  Member 

Michael Ricketts 

01455 553868 

South Leicester Monthly Meetings 

Membership open to all, so why not come along 

and meet like-minded people and enjoy the 

magic of the marque. 

 We meet on the first Tuesday of each month at 

the White Horse Inn, Station Road,  Broughton 

Astley, Leicestershire. Family membership is 

£5.00 p/a, payable in January. For   further    

details contact the Secretary. 

Meetings are held from 7.30pm with members   

forum 8.30pm. 

North Leicester Monthly Meetings 

The North Leicester MG Club meets at                

The   Lingdale Golf Club, Joe Moors Lane,         

between Croptston, Woodhouse Eves and Newton 

Linford. at 8pm on the third Wednesday of the 

month. 

 

Contact Chris Tideswell 

Tel: 01509 829478 

 

  Web Editor: Angela Varley 

Email: amb731@hotmail.co.uk 

Web Site: www.mgleicester.org 

TORQUE Editor: Gillian Ricketts 

9 Juniper Close, Lutterworth, Leicestershire,  

LE17 4US.         

Tel: 01455 553868                        

 Email: mgricketts@btinternet.com 

Membership Secretary 

Colin Kingsbeer 

01455 273161 

Treasurer 

John Carr 

01455 209340 

Events  Co-ordinator 

Bob Driver 

0116 3481587                                               

robert.driver@sky.com 

 Events  Co-ordinator 

Derek Everitt  

07831390270  
derek.everitt@me.com 

Editor and Committee 

Member                  

Gillian Ricketts 

01455 553868 

Chairman 

Graham Dorman 

01455 289383 

CLUB INFORMATION 

Secretary 

Bev Wright 

01455 845894 
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Deadline for next Torque is 27th March 2020 

Send your articles to Gillian -  mgricketts@btinternet.com 

Events 2020 


